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Tb. pr•s.ur. in the diamon d cell X-ray camera was measured as a
function of temperature . Contrary to the assumption of previoui
works r a this pr.ssure was not found to be constant with in—
cr.a.ed t•mpersturss, tb. different thermal ezpr.ssions or
sample, pressure m.dium , diamonds and retaining ring combining
to produce presiur. incr.as•s of 100% over a iooM c t.apsrature
rang.. ( over )
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20. Continued:

~~In view of the fact that the diamond cell ii frequently used to
study th. crystallization of polymers at high pressure, it ahoul~be noted that changes in pressure are equivalent to changes in
the degree of superoooling . Since the crystallization kinetics
and resulting polymer morphology are affected critically by even

• small change. in th, degree of supercooling, conclusions drawn
from investigations where the pressure was not directly
me asured should be regarde d with caution .
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• INTRODUCTION

High pressure X-ray diffraction and optical studies of
polymers using the gasketed diamond-anvi l cell have been re-

ported by a n~m*er of investigators (1-5). The use of such
a device is particularly interesting since crystal phase
transitions and crystallization of polymers at high pressures
and temperatures can ~e observed directly (5) or by X-ray
diffraction (4) . There are, however, several difficult experi—
mental problems that must be overcome if a successful experiment
is to be carried out. The first is to ensure that hydrostatic
pre ssure is achieved in the device so as to avoid gross aniso-

tropic distortion of the polymer sample. This can be accomplished
if the sampl. in the gasket is surrounded by a pressure-trans-
mitting fluid. The second is that an accurate method of pressure

asure nt must be developed for at least the range of pressure s

~~~~ in the stUdy (6) . Furthermore, there are other problems
associated with the use of the device if  high temperatures are
introduced in addition to high pressu res.

In this pape r, the problems associated with the us. of the
di.i~c,nd-anvil cell with ccs~ inatians of high pressure and tempera-
ture are discussed . It appe ars in the lite rature that the pres-
sure, in the cell is ass~~sd to be constan t during tempera ture
change and during crystalliz ation . It is convenient to make this
aasi~~~tion and then compare thermal treatments in the diamond cell
with high pres sure differential thermal analyses (DTA) or di lato-
stric data . Both Bassett et ii. (4) and Jad~scn .t *1. (5) mad.
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comparisons with crystallization experiments carried out under

constant pressure in DTA, although the former did discuss the

problem that the pressure was not constant during crystallizati on .

If the pressure in the diamond cell change s during the cours e of

crystallization , then, of course, so does the degree of super-

cooling, and it is well known that this latter parameter is a

critical factor in crystallization. Furthermore , an accurate

measurement of pressure in the diamond cell at elevated tempera-

tures is another associated problem. O~ tical methods based on

ruby fluorescence cannot be used for precision measurements at

temperatures above 200 °C (7) . The method utilizing the equation
of state for NaC1 developed by Dekker is not sufficiently accurate

- S over the pressure range of interest for polymer studies (8). A

method used by other workers is to measure the melting point of

the pressuri zed polymer and compare this value to values obtained

in a dilatcuietri c devi ce. This method certainly provides a mea-

sureae nt of pres sure at the temperature where melting of the polymer

is observed. If pressure constancy with temperature is assumed ,

then this method can serve a use ful purpose . However , as alrea dy
discussed, this assumption remains to be tested .

An alternative method of measure ment of pressure at elevated

k temperatures has been developed by the authors , deriving the equa-

tion of state for hexamethyle ne tetr amine (HIlT) (9) .  A functional
form for the equa tion of state was derived by consider ation of the
pOtiS~ti&l en•rgies between non-bonded atoms in neighboring aol•cules,
with dme consideration for thermal vibrations. Th, parameters of
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this functional form were determined by comparing the functional

dependence with experimental data. With this more accurate tech-

niqus available to determine pressure at various temperatures, it

is possible to test the assumption of constan cy of pressure in

th. diamond-anvil cell with varying temperatures.

• The evidence that the pressure in the diamond-anvil cell can

vary by as much as 100% over a 150° C temperature interval is pre-

sented here . It will be demonst rated that the pressure in the de-

vice is a non-linear function of temperature and that the pressure

also depends on the relative volume of the components - in the ds-

vice, the sample material , the pressure standard, and the pressure-

~ 
transmitting fluid.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experimental techniques employed in this study have been
- . described elsewhere (3, 6) .  A brass gasket 3/8 in. in diameter and

• 

~
• 1/32 in. thick with an axial cavity 1/32 in in diameter was used.

The gasket was inserted inside a resistance heater, and an iron-

casistantan thermocouple, together with a current-adjusting silicon

rectifier controller, was used to asur e temperature within ±0 • 1°

accuracy.

Earlier workers (2 ,4) appeared not to have used a pressure-

t transmitting fluid, although our experiments indicated that , under

L these conditions, pressure gradients caused sever , distortion of

I the sample. All our experi ments wet, carried out using silicon oil

I. as a pressure -transmitting fluid. It is believed, however, that

the ccnc1usicns arrived at in this study apply equally to the case

F when no pressure dius is used . A small sample consisting of linear
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polyethylene (Ma r lex 6009) mixed intimately with powdered HMT was
molded and deposited in the cavity and silicon oil added. Changes
in the d—spaaing of the (110) reflection of HMT were measured and ,
by using the equation of state for HMT (9) ,  the pressure in the
cavity determined. The sample was pressurized to some initial
value and then the temperature raised in steps. After every tern-
perature increment, the pressure was determined.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two separate experiments were carried out with two differen t
samples and two different initial pressures. The initial pressure
exerted on sample A was 4.2. kb and the initial pressure on sample
B was 2.8 kb. The measured pressure on each sample at various
temperatures is shown in Table 1. As the temperature increased ,
the pressure increased in a non—linear fashion as shown in Fig. 1.
That this phenomenon was reversible was also observed by slow
cooling of the sample and measurement of the pressure, unless the/

• sample was melted, when crysta1lizati~~ on cooling led to an abrupt
loss of some pressure (1-2 kbs) .

A simple analysis to a first app roximati on of this situa tion
throws some light on the pertinent feature s of this phenomen on.

(a) Case when no pr essure medium is us~.d. This is important ,
sinc, some reports have been pub lished of data obtaine d withou t use
of a pressure dium. If the vol~~~ of a solid at zero press ure
and the absolute zero of temperature is V0, then according to
Slatsr (~ ) ,  the volume at some pressu re P and temperature T can be
aasi d to be
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1
V — V0[l t a0(T) 

— a1(T) p + a2 (T) pt .....]

where a0, a1, a2 etc. are functions of temperature. In the case

when no pressure medium is used and the solid is pressurized to
some initial pressure P~ at room temperature Tr~ some initial
volume V~ can be expressed as

— v0[l + a0(Ti) - a1(T~)p~ + a2(T~)p~ + ]

The temperature of the sample is then raised to a value T1 + AT,
and we ass~~~ this causes the pressure to change by an amount Ap.
If the thermal expansion of the solid a and the compressibility
of the solid x is approximately constant over Ap and AT, neglecting

• 

second—order and higher terms, we have the volume

V V~ + aAT - XAP

We will assume that the volume of the pressurized sample remains
constant during the temperature increase. Actually, there may be

some small change, but frictional force s exerte d by the diamond
facets, and the relatively low thermal expansion of the gasket
material will ensure that V~ is approximately equal to V, in which
case we have

aAT XAP

or A p — ~~AT

This would imply a linear increase of pressure with temperature.

Moreover, if changes in the a and the x with temperatur, and

I‘~~~~ - , ,. 
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and pressure are taken into consideration in the above analysis,

the pressure increase will be nonlinear and even more exagerated

- 
at higher temperatures. Another factor not accoun ted for in the

analysis is the change in specific volume that occurs during

melting and recrystallization.

(b) Case when a pressure medium is used. This is the case

-
- 

actually investigated in some detail. If V~, Vh, and Vm are the

volumes of the polymer sample, the pressure standard RMT , and the

pressure medium respectively, a similar analysis will lead to

+ %Vh + umVm) AT - (x~V~ + XhVh + )L,~V )  Ap

o V  +~~~ V +~~~ V
or A u h

+ X
h

”4’
h 

+ Xm~”m

- where ~~~ a~ , am are the respective thermal expansion coefficient

and 
~~

, Xh~
’ Xa the respective compressibility of the sample , lINT,

- 

~~d the medium.

A simpli fication of the above equati on can be achieved by -

n.g~acting Vh since it i. small compared with V~ and Vm P and by

assuming V — V~~, that is, very close to the actual situation, then

I 
- This does predict the dependence of pressure on temperature in the

- diwo”d-anvil cell: linear dependence if ~~~ a~ , ~~~ and

i-

f: assumed to be constants and non-linear dependence if &,~ cia, x.~ and

at. fumotions of pressure and temperature.
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TABLE I.

Sample A
Pressure

TEMPERATURE ( °C) kg/cm2 kb

24 4.01 4.09
100 4.58 4.67

150 5.42 5.53

180 5.87 5.99

190 6.13 6.25

200 6.28 6.40

210 6.57 6.70
220 6.72 6.85
240 7.76 7.91
260 8.68 8.85
280 10.04 10.24
290 10.42 10.63

Sample B Pressure
TEMPERATURE (°C) kg/cm2 kb

24 2.72 2.77

150 4.26 4.34

180 4.4 7 4.56
200 5. 37 5.48
215 6.03 6.15
230 6. 70 6 .83
240 7.39 7.54
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Fig. 1. Variation of Pressure with Temperature in High Pressure
Diamond—Anvil Call.
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